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Dr. Throop and Dr. Kozusko 
Summer Fellows 
Complete Bosoms, Incomplete Men: Reading Abstinence in Measure for Measure 
 No, holy Father, throw away that thought; 
Believe not that the dribbling dart of love 
Can pierce a complete bosom.1  
As one might gather from the above quote, spoken by Duke Vincenzio of Vienna in 
Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure, its speaker takes pride in sexual restraint; inaccurate 
(“dribbling”) love cannot penetrate a perfect (“complete”) body like his.2 The Duke asserts 
his sexual abstinence, or restraint from engaging in sexual activity, as a valuable attribute. 
But his abstinence is not intrinsically valuable—rather, as the first line hints, the Duke is 
only speaking about his sexuality to maintain the reputation that this abstinence affords. 
Indeed, the Duke’s next three lines reassure the friar that the Duke has a purpose more 
mature “than the aims and ends / Of burning youth.”3 In this context, the Duke’s abstinence 
is but part of his crafted persona as one who has “ever loved the life removed” from foolish 
ventures.4 The Duke’s sexuality has moral and political valences for his rule, valences that 
might be profitably explored by considering the parallels between the character of 
Shakespeare’s Duke and the public persona of a real contemporary like King James I.5 
                                            
1 William Shakespeare, Measure for Measure, in Ivo Kamps and Karen Raber, ed., Measure for Measure: 
Texts and Contexts (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2004),    I.3.1-3. 
2 Ivo Kamps and Karen Raber, ed., Measure for Measure: Texts and Contexts (Boston: Bedford/St. 
Martin’s, 2004), 29. 
3 Shakespeare, Measure, I.3-6.  
4 Ibid., 7-10.  
5 Kamps and Raber, 126. 
But sexual abstinence is not just relevant for considering the Duke’s rule in Measure. 
Indeed, as recent discourse on Abstinence-Only-Until-Marriage (AOUM) sex education 
indicates, sexual abstinence is an attractive topic. Medical and putative religious benefits 
drive the popularization of AOUM despite its inefficacy.6 While Shakespeare’s Duke did not 
have all of AOUM’s concerns in mind, both AOUM proponents and the Duke agree that 
abstinence holds a political charge. 
Indeed, against the backdrop of recent Measure productions, links between the Duke 
and modern politics also loom large. As Declan Donellan argues, Measure “is about control 
and about how one of the ways that we are controlled, by not only governments, but by 
churches and other institutions that seek to control us, is shame.”7 Linking Measure for 
Measure’s composition to its present production can help illuminate the links between 
political control and abstinence, two hot-button issues today. 
The historical study of abstinence in Measure for Measure is so far still nascent. 
While Measure draws considerable attention from literary critics and cultural historians, 
scholars have most often problematized abstinence in relation to protagonist Isabella, 
remaining relatively silent on abstinence’s worth for the Duke and Angelo. A more rigorous 
study of the Duke and Angelo, locating these characters and Isabella against the historical 
backdrop of Measure’s early sixteenth-century composition, is necessary to interpret their 
significance in the play. Beyond representing their background, however, these characters 
                                            
6 Lynn Koller, “Abstinence Mission at Odds with Evidence: Sticky Shame and Forbidden Pleasures,” 
CREGS (2011), https://commons.erau.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1009&context=db-humanities, 1-6. 
7 Mark Lawson, “The power of shame: why Measure for Measure is more relevant than ever,” The 
Guardian, October 27, 2015, https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2015/oct/27/measure-for-measure-
shakespeare-young-vic-globe.  
problematize that background, challenging early modern English conceptions of gender 
and morality. Hence, this study proposes to engage Isabella, Angelo and the Duke of 
Measure for Measure as characters that both reflect and challenge Shakespearean anxieties 
about sexual abstinence. 
This study will primarily focus on Measure for Measure, using other primary sources 
to gain insight on the text. Using Measure for Measure’s 1603 composition as a starting date, 
this study most directly focuses on 1583-1623 as historical context—a rough backdrop for 
the play.8 Other primary sources to contextualize Measure, such as source material for the 
play like “The Story of Epitia,” date to this period.9 Secondary sources are all recent to 
within three decades of this study, spanning a range from those sources discussing period 
religion (“Why Are Nuns Funny?,” by Frances E. Dolan) to social histories of London 
(London: a Social and Cultural History, 1550-1750, by Robert O. Bucholz and Joseph P. 
Ward). These secondary sources give further context for 1583-1623, particularly with an 
eye toward Measure for Measure’s circumstances: Shakespeare’s authorship in 1603 
London. This study’s secondary and primary sources help locate Isabella, Angelo, and the 
Duke relative to this time frame. 
This study also takes several historiographic stances relative to issues in early 
modern English history. For the purposes of this study, “the Latin Church” refers to 
dominant church practice putatively headed by a Pope before the Council of Trent, while 
“Roman Catholicism” refers to such church practice putatively headed by a Pope post-
                                            
8 Ivo Kamps and Karen Raber, ed., Measure for Measure: Texts and Contexts (Boston: Bedford/St. 
Martin’s, 2004), 119. 
9 G.B. Giraldi Cinthio, “The Story of Epitia,” ed. Geoffrey Bullough, in Ivo Kamps and Karen Raber, ed., 
Measure for Measure: Texts and Contexts (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2004), 228. 
Council of Trent. This distinction emphasizes that the “Catholics” known by early modern 
English audiences were not stable targets, but just as much of a product of Reformation and 
Counter-Reformation efforts as English Protestants. Additionally, this study acknowledges 
the validity of multiple interpretations regarding the same evidence, taking an explicitly-
poststructuralist stance. This study also contends, however, that interpretation is not a 
zero-sum game, and that multiple interpretations of the same evidence may be sustained at 
once. For example, Isabella makes a claim laden with both religious and sexual valences in 
Measure II.4:   
Th’ impression of keen whips I’d wear as rubies, 
And strip myself down to death as to a bed 
That longing have been sick for, ere I’d yield  
My body up to shame.10 
On a simple religious reading, II.4 shows Isabella demonstrating her loyalty to God by 
wearing “th’ impression of keen whips” and “stripping herself down to death as to a bed” 
rather than commit the sin of fornication; on a simple sexual reading, the same lines 
indicate a masochistic desire for torture.  Rather than deny the potential for either a sexual 
or religious interpretation, this study maintains that Shakespeare (and his audiences) may 
have had both interpretations in mind at these lines. This study will seek to cross-reference 
the potentiality for both interpretations against period documents like The Rape of Lucrece.  
Additionally, in reading three characters, this study is inspired by Mario Digangi’s 
Sexual Types: Embodiment, Agency, and Dramatic Character from Shakespeare to Shirley. 
Digangi coins the concept of a sexual type, or “recognizable figures of literary imagination 
                                            
10 William Shakespeare, Measure for Measure, in Ivo Kamps and Karen Raber, ed., Measure for 
Measure: Texts and Contexts (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2004),    II.4.100-104. 
and social fantasy” that are defined in part by a sexual component, such as the specter of 
the “sodomite.”11 Digangi argues that sexual types “consistently function to reveal conflicts 
of sexual agency as symptomatic of conflicts over gender, social, economic, or political 
agency.”12 Sexual types enter Shakespearean drama like Measure for Measure as period 
tropes that display the personal as political. While Digangi reads sexual types as 
stereotypes of hierarchical transgression, understanding sexual types as inherently 
vilifying, Digangi also allows that “through the social, verbal, and corporeal interactions 
that constitute drama, characters are able to exercise an agency that might exceed the 
parameters established by the dominant type.”13 Characters in Measure for Measure are not 
married to the sexual types they might evoke in names like “Mistress Overdone.”14 Indeed, 
while this study is inspired by Digangi’s work on sexual types, this study argues that its 
central characters—Isabella, Angelo, and the Duke—each defy mere reduction to a type. 
This study maintains that these characters would strike early modern audiences as 
compelling for their inconsistencies and quirks just as today’s audiences find these 
characters problematic. 
 Before entering the bulk of the literature review, this study will provide a brief 
synopsis of Measure for Measure for reference. Vincenzio, the Duke of Vienna, “leaves” 
Vienna to Angelo, one of his council, to rule in the Duke’s stead while the Duke is abroad. 
This allows the Duke to disguise himself as a friar and test Angelo while Angelo carries out 
laws the Duke hasn’t fulfilled. Angelo sentences Claudio to death for fornication with a 
                                            
11 Mario Digangi, Sexual Types: Embodiment, Agency, and Dramatic Character from Shakespeare to 
Shirley (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), 5. 
12 Ibid.  
13 Ibid., 6-7.  
14 Shakespeare, Measure, Dramatis Personae. 
woman, Juliet, although Claudio and Juliet claim they have been clandestinely married. 
Claudio convinces Isabella (Claudio’s sister) to delay entering the city’s Poor Clares convent 
and make an appeal on his behalf to Angelo. Attracted to Isabella, Angelo attempts to 
coerce Isabella to having sex with him for Claudio’s life; Isabella initially refuses, but the 
disguised Duke guides her to Angelo’s shunned betrothed, Mariana, who takes Isabella’s 
place in a “bed trick.” Angelo attempts to execute Claudio anyway, which the Duke covertly 
thwarts; the Duke “returns” to Vienna and exposes Angelo’s corruption. The play ends with 
the Duke forcing Angelo and Lucio to marry, while asking for Isabella to marry the Duke.15 
 This study is particularly interested, then, in how Isabella, Angelo and the Duke 
challenge and support early modern English ideas of abstinence during the span of Measure 
for Measure. This study tentatively argues that the relationship between these characters 
and early modern English abstinence discourse is a fraught one: Measure was problematic 
in 1603 because Isabella’s radical abstinence coheres to her sympathetic ideals as a 
reformer, and Angelo and the Duke’s use of abstinence for their reputations’ sakes coheres 
to corruption and awkwardness, respectively. While this study is far from complete, it 
hopes to further develop this thesis in dialogue with Measure for Measure and the 






                                            
15 Shakespeare, Measure.  
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